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THE PROJECT

X-System.it S.r.l. provides a comprehensive hardware and  software devices solution to all those

transport companies with the need to digitalize all activities linked to the ticketing system. In

addition to the standard ticketing issuing activities, such as one-way or roundtrip ticket, the new

system allows the on-line issuing and the management pass through microchip Cards, electronic

wallet, QR-Code and tickets carnet. 

Today, the goal is to dematerialise all  paper tickets. The passenger can simply surf onto the

transport  company  website  and  use  his/hers  computer,  smart  phone  or  tablet.  He/She  will

download the app and choose the ticket or pass.  Every single transaction can be paid by credit

card,  electronic  wallet  or  corporate  card.  After  that,  the  produced  ticket  must  be  shown

when boarding. 

However all companies can opt  for our X-9000-Q ticket validation machine.  X-9000-Q allows

the ticket or pass self-service payment through e-money and  equipped with a QR-Code reader.

A solution that complies with the standards contained in the PMD (DPCM) in order to minimize

the spread of  the Covid-19 Pandemic.  All  processed transactions  can  be  transmitted  to  the

corporate server.



Hardware

X-CST Terminal

The device is composed by the X-CST multi-function terminal. It is equipped with a high calculus

power, compact and made with a plastic shock absorbent material. It’s technical characteristics are:

o Cortex A5 a 64 bit, 800 Mips

o Internal Memory 512 MB Flash, 512 MB RAM; External Memory MicroSD fino 32 GB

o Telium Tetra Operating System

o Sim 2

o SAM 2 

o Magnetic Card reader 3 ISO tracks; 

o Smart Card EMV Level 1 contact certificate

o Contacless EMV Level 1 contactless certificate

o Touch screen color Display 3,5’’  HVGA 480x320 pixel backlit

o 16 backlit keyboard 

o Resistive touch screen, contact with finger or stylus pen

o Audio Buzzer; Audio jack/speaker

o Video H264 codec

o Termic Printer: speed30 lines; thermal paper rolls 57mm width; 40mm diameter 

o WAN GPRS, 4G e/o 3G; Bluetooth Class II e/o Wifi; WAN+LAN Connection

o POS USB, Host and Slave Connection

o Ethernet, Seriali 2RS232, USB 2 USB,   Bluetooth Connection

o Li-Ion 2.200 mAh, 2.900 mAh Battery

o Weight 320 g

o CE e RoHS, PCI PTS 4.x o 5.x Online & Office, EMV L1 e L2 contact, EMV L1 contacless,

Contactless Paypass e Paywave Certificates



On board bus installation

The automatic ticket machine can be  installed through a specific assembly kit which includes:

- A specific support structure attached to the bus console. In this way the terminal is easily

removable  for a portable version use.

- A power supply charges the internal system battery

It is a ”non-invasive” system. It means that the lay-out of the bus would not be changed. Two

screws, the connection with the power supply and the game is up. 

One connection, in case of request, by using a LAN cable on-board, in order to manage more than

one system connected to the terminal.



Qr-Code Reader

The Qr-Code reader is connected to the on-board system. It allows the ticket issuing and makes

easier and faster the conductor activity who deducts the validity of tickets. The Central Server

checks in its database all sold tickets or tickets waiting for validation.  So the Qr-Code reader is

an  essential device, in order to oppose any attempt to forge tickets or ticket’s copy. It would be

installed together with the assembly kit.
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X-DR54

X-DR54 is a last generation device  created to complete the  X-CST system. It is composed by: 

- A powerful microprocessor, an aeronautic GPS system Sirf Star V, and a chip, in which a

gyroscope, an altimeter and a speed detector work together. It is a really precise device because

it allows the perfect vehicle tracking in case of the GPS signal absence.

- 3G, 4G and GPRS connection and already prepared for the 5G one; 

- SIM card compartment on our private GDSP network platform able to stay connected

with Free roaming. 



The device  is able to determine the position, the speed of the vehicle, all time-space specifications

during the route, or any kind of detail detected. 

In addition to that, the main power of the X-DR54 device is the “dead reckoning” technology in

which it would be  possible to calculate a very accurate directional information through the sensor

node in case of the GPS signal absence. The vehicle will be always visible, and its itinerary will be

trackable and detailed.



Ticket Validation Machine:

X-9000-Q

The X-9000-Q  is one of the most innovative device in the market created by X-System. It offers

several  solutions  to  secure ticket  issuing  or  electronic  fare

collections.  It  accepts  all payment  methods  related  to  the

e-money payment.  The device is based on a Linux Platform and

includes PIN pad, magstripes, microchip  C-less  card  and

Barcode  reader  Type2  (QR- Code) payments. Customers can

choose  the  color  of  the Validation ticket machine. 



Processor / OS  Cortex A5 
Memory  512 MB Flash, 512 MB RAM • 
MicroSD up to 32GB 
Terminal connectivity: 
-Ethernet 10/100, 1 x RJ45 LAN port 
-4G (with fallback 3G/2G) 
Security: 
-PCI PTS 5.1 certified 
-PIN on Glass certified 
IP: IP 44 
IK:  IK 09 
Environment:
-20°C to +70°C (-4°F to 158°F) 
-20°C to +70°C (-4°F to 158°F) - Storage 
 95% non-condensing at +55°C (131°F) 

SAM  2xSAM ID-000 
Contactless reader:
-EMV Level 1 / ISO 14443 A/B/B’ 
Contact readers:
-Hybrid card reader with shutter
-RGB LEDs in reader’s entry mouth 
-Smart card – EMV L1 
-MSR ISO 1/2/3 
Display: 
3.26” color QVGA (240x320) 
Touchscreen: 
Capacitive - 6mm glass thickness 
Keypad:  
Virtual keyboard on screen 
Audio:  Buzzer Monotone 
Camera: 2MP - fixed focal 

X-9000Q complies with the standards contained in the PMD (DPCM) in order to minimize

the spread of the Covid-19 Pandemic. It is absolutely forbidden any form of contact between

passengers and bus driver according to those regulations. That is why X-9000-Q allows to

the users to issue tickets through Qr-Code reader or to buy it with e-money e-wallet and

corporate card. 



VM-X Vending Machine

The VM-X system can be externally installed.  It issues paper tickets with QR-Code, magnetic strip

and/or pre-coded or coded contactless smart card on the spot. It accepts coins and banknotes payment

with change, credit and prepaid cards and it can be used to top up smart cards.

The system is characterized by a sturdy anti-burglar protection with a 3 mm thick safe cash machine

and an automatic lock down portable cash box.  VM-X offers an unbeatable price/quality ratio.  It is

equipped by a colour 21’’ touch screen and an easily understood software. 

VM-X is provided by a control web system that allows to check the evolution and the status of the

collection, and every kind of needs such as to fill or to empty the cash register.  It is able to renovate all

kind of parameters  like fare  and app.  updating.  Moreover,  VM-X is  capable  of sending up to six

different mobile numbers out of paper, network failure and attempted breaking text messages.

Size:

H: 174
L : 70
D: 50



X-Counter

Bus Passenger Counting System  

The system detects the number of passengers on the vehicle. It counts passengers when they a get

on and off the bus. It improves the quality of service as it allows information to be sent directly to

the data centre in real time. It takes advantage of its ability to cross-reference ticket sales and pass

issuing data. Moreover its radar sensor identifies when door open and close. 
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X-Counter: Hardware

Components

• 3D CAM

• X-BOARD

• Proximity Sensor

Module

Every  UPnP module is created to guarantee  a minimum binding of 1 Gbit/s.

3D-CAM

Depth Cam with  720p - 30FPS resolution 

0,03 secondi CameraWindow

USB Type-C Port

     Use

The system counts passengers when they all get on and off the bus. It creates a report concerning the

measurement of the space based on the date-time and number of people in the vehicle. Moreover an

error report is created in case of unreliability or safety limit situation. 

ALERT:

- Power Supply

- Speed Condition

- Start EMP

- Traffic calculation and measurement
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- Stop EMP

- Measurement Report

Help Desk Service

The helpdesk service has been planned by writing to the following email address  helpdesk.cat@x-

system.eu

Maintenance Service

We offer pre and post sale assistance through our online service in case of software assistance, while

in regards of broken hardware devices  will be changed with rotation systems. The broken ones will

be sent to the closer service center. 

Software

On board system functions

The on-board system develops the following roles:

 The function of selling tickets on board;

 Function of localization;

 Ticketing system function;

 Online ticket validation function ;

 Communication function;

Function of selling ticket on-board

The function of issuing and selling tickets on board are developed by the driver’s console.

Function of localization

The aims of the function localization are:

 To set the identification number of the current charging area;

 To set the identification number of the current bus stop that shall be remain valid until the next

bus stop.
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Fig. 01

Bus stop graphical representation, timetable included.

The role of the localization function is to provide the geographic coordinates of the single bus stop and

its intended passage. The localization function is directly connected to the GPS “embedded”  tracker 

Fig. 02 Report of the bus race  which includes the substantial  data for validation (bust stations, stops schedule,

localization activity charts)

Moreover, thanks to the connection of the driver console to the web server, it is possible to establish

and examine the position of the entire bus unit on the territory in real time. 

It is also possible for passengers to observe the position of the arrival bus all over the regional  bus

network with any type of  device connected to the internet and thanks to the infomobility module. 
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Fig. 03 Graphical

Conveniently  analyzed,  these  information  are  used  to  set  the  route  of  every  single  race  and their

validation too (fig. 02)

Fig. 04

Ticketing system function

The driver console executes the issuing function by providing printed tickets, electronic tickets and

passes. 

In addition, it is possible to issue the tickets through the previously topped up of the electronic wallet.
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The central system send the necessary information to the driver console in order to fulfill all functions

indeed:

 Qualified agents files;

 Ticket type files;

 Parking list and geographic localization files

Every bus stop file record includes the following information:

 The number of  bus stops;

 Four geographic coordinate couples for the identification of the charging area in both route

directions;

 Radius expressed in meters around the bus stop in which the vehicle is at the bust stop;

 Geographic point.

 Work shift files and bus routes

- Number of the work shift;

- Duration of the bus route;

- List of the routes and their estimated time;

- List of the transfer out of the route (service relocation).

 Files of service to establish the tariffs

 File of the vehicle list

 Blue and Black list of the ticket

 Necessary “Minors” information for the performance of the job

    

Interface with the driver

The aims of the driver interface functions are:

- Agent identification;

- The acquisition of the in use vehicle code when it is not automatic;

- The preparation of the vehicle original data;

- Planning and starting work schedule with the automatic bus route;

- Integration of the extra route shift;

- Manual change station in case of  GPS is not available;

- Refueling  integration  –  these  operations  are  allowed  just  because  the  company  server

controls the suitability. For every kind of discrepancies, the authorised staff will be immediately

informed. 

- Closing route and shift operation.
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Ticket validation function

The aims of the ticket validation functions are:

o To make available the consumption of the contactless ticket and updating them in line with their

use;

o To reject the sold out, expired, blacklisted, or used out ticket of the permitted geographic areas;

o Providing all information to the passenger concerning the above mentioned information;

o Collecting the relative transactions to the ticket use;

o Check in / Check out function in order to set the price of the ticket which is on boarding and

alighting validated and paid with an electronic purse
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Online ticket issuing function: X-System Report

the company website selling Platform

Thanks to the ticket-on- web function, all passengers will check for all bus routes and connections

made by every single vehicle. So is going to be easy to get every destination, to establish the price, to

make the ticket buying process, or to renew a pass with a smartcard. The selling platform makes the

purchase ticket safe in order to issue it on-board through the QR-Code. These operations are going to

be possible through credit or prepaid credit card payments but they must be approved to make online

ticket purchases. As the payment will be done, the sale ticket figures will be automatically transmitted

to the central server. In real time the central server system will make the e-tickets available for all on

board bus devices in order to allow their upgrade on smart card since the first use.

External point of sale

The passenger can buy his/hers own ticket in one of the authorized sale points present all over the

national territory.
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Communication Function

Communication on board

The aims of the communication functions on board are:

o To allow to  the  driver  console  the  GPS sending  data  that  elaborates  the  data  without  any

interruption in order to identify the charging area;

o To allow to the driver to learn particular operating conditions

On-board to ground communication and vice versa

The aims of the on-board to ground communication (and vice versa) are:

o To allow the file and/or command transfer from the central system to the driver console and

vice versa;

The following points in particular are set out:

o To allow to the “base” to send messages and instructions to the driver through the on-board

system;

o The download of the transaction files resulted from the issuing machine;

o Loading  of  the set up, of the rate table charts, of the bus routes and bus stops, of the issued

tickets and of the time parameters in the on-board issuing machines;

o Loading of the updating software in the on-board issuing machines.

The on-board to ground (and vice versa) communication can occur:

o Through the GPS form of the driver console;

o Through the physic removal of the driver console from the bus and its positioning in a specific

support connected to a computer;
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Applications 

Online ticket purchasing app.

X-System.it  has  created   an  application  for  its  customers  in  order  to  facilitate  the  online  ticket

purchasing.

The App has an authentication login so an user’s prior registration which confers him/her a username

and a  password. Once the first registration has been done,  every user can select the ticket through any

kind of device connected to internet. A credit card or a prepaid card for online payments are necessary.

   

Once the ticket has been paid, the user will receive a proof payment notice together with a paid ticket

number. The user will show it once he/she is on-board of the vehicle.  

 Updating Application

It is foreseeable that the application procedures which have been installed on-board the vehicles, could

be subjected to modifications. It could happen both for the operative errors elimination or because of

the updating need. The new application is sent as an on-board system file.  After that the updating

process will start with a specific command.
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Training 

The training course for the staff  that  is  going to  be responsible for the machine use will  trail  the

company operators  in  the  start-up phase of  the  supply.  The offer  will  include  a  maximum of  ten

working days between the training course and the mentorship period. In case of necessity, it will be

discussed the  supply of any further training course.

Textbook

The instruction manuals will be provided in Italian and English  languages

X-FCS – Fare Collection System

The X-FCS  -as known as Fare Collection System- allows to manage the integrated ticketing fares

among the local public transport operators being part of companies consortium and controlled by a

Clearing program. All vehicles should be equipped by a uniform on-board system able to identify

and process the tickets.  

Sales  transactions  should  flow into  the  management  server  database,  and  through  the  Clearing

operation a daily balance sheet will be submitted to the engaged companies.  

The System components include: 

- The  ticket  issuing  system,  equipped  by  a  processor  able  to  manage  the  ordinary  ticketing

operations together with the bus route charts and all the required bus connections in order to get the

passenger destination.

- The ticket issuing system should be able to read and issue the paper, electronics or QR-Code

tickets.

- The GPS system settles the passenger bus routes and it will allow the actual ticket selling quotas

distribution among the LPT operators. (Clearing operation)
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- The “dead reckonning” system, able to calculate the vehicle tracking in case of  GPS signal

absence.

- Each system should be equipped with a data SIM card, on a GPRS network. In this sense, the

tickets management file updating will be allowed in order to immediately check the ticket validity

once the passenger is on board. 

The Clearing service manager must be provided with a data collection Cloud and a hardware system

to manage the “Back-Office” software.

But  in  the  event  that  there  are  systems  provided  by  different  companies,  appropriate  tools  to

differentiate all various devices need to be developed.

So several operators could be included into the  X-FCS  system such as private parking, theatres,

museums and blue areas.  

Based  on  the  information  provided  so  far,  X-System  project  is  considered  to  be  in

compliance with the Industria 4.0 tax incentives terms and measures. It would be possible

to supply the full range of bus products or a reduced version which includes the software

and Cloud system or the  Vending Machine system. 
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